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Japanese banks to finance most of the Brazilian share 

of the mill. The Japanese decision to press ahead with 

this project. which will produce 3 million tons of semi

finished steel per year primarily for export. clearly 

points to a Japanese view of an expanding world trade 

situation - not a trade collapse and recession. The 

arrival in Brazil last week of Toshiro Doko. head of the 

powerful Japanese business group Keidanren. indi

cates that the Kawasaki deal is only the beginning of 

even more ambitious projects. 

partners - as the most important accomplishment of 

the Geisel period. Figuereido. who a year ago ex

plicitly stated that Brazil did not need Japan-style 

intensive industrialization. recently told press that 

Brazil wants expanded trade relations with Japan and 

Japanese technology transfer. 

The impact of the obvious opportunities offered by 

integration into the European Monetary System is 

hitting strongly in Brazil. Indicative of the potential 

EMS influence on internal politics is the uncharacter

istic statement Oct. 16 by newly-elected Brazilian 

president Gen. Jose Figuereido praising the "brilliant 

foreign policy" of Foreign Minister da Silveira -

orienting Brazil increasingly toward Arab and African 

markets and toward European and East bloc trading 

The Japanese also played a spoiler role against the 

International Monetary Fund in the Nov. 2 "Paris 

Club" renegotiation of the debts of bankrupt Peru. The 

Japanese had demanded an arrangement designed to 

maintain a high rate of trade between the two coun

tries. essentially on a barter basis. This proposal 

panicked Peru's monetarist creditors. who were 

pressing Peru to slash its imports. According to the 

New York Journal of Commerce. the Japanese motion 

was finally beaten down by representatives of the 

Carter Administration at the debt renegotiating meet

ings late last month. 
- Mark Sonnenblick 

EMS foes rage: 
'u.S. should have 
A-bombed Germany' 

The strong EMS deployment to 

Latin America was. predictably. 
met with a counterdep10yment 

from the EMS's bitterest foes. Dur
ing French President Giscard's 
early October visit to Brazil, the 
wing of the Brazilian Social Demo

cracy closely associated with Willy 
Brandt and his World Bank com

mission on "appropriate technol
ogies" for the Third World swung 

into action. Folha de Sao Paulo. a 
Brazilian paper with strong influ

ence in nationalist industrial 
circles, dispatched its most cynical 
columnist to Europe, German-born 
New York columnist and Second 

International sympathizer Paulo 
Francis (also known as Franz HeiJ

born). Here are some samples of 

his columns on the subject. 

"Helmut Schmidt Is Winning the 

Third (World) War" appeared in 
Folha, Oct. 11, datelined Paris: 

The so-called European Mone

tary System. a creation of Schmidt 

with the aid of Giscard. is the order 

of the day. France. with 1.5 million 

unemployed . .. is a satellite of 

Bonn .... Schmidt's monetarism 
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is now the dominant ideology in 

Western Europe. This conception 

implicitly excludes countries like 

Brazil (despite the speeches and 

agreements signed by Giscard in 

Brasilia) from any role except as 

providers of raw materials and 

recipients of exported technology. 

capital. and multinational com

panies. 

"Europe: The Specter of Unem
ployment" followed in Folha on 

Oct. 24. datelined London: 

What I write is the product of 

several "briefings" from English 

authorities (that is. MP's). diplo

mats. and financiers. All are unani

mous in observing that the struc

tural decadence of the American 

economy. shown in the uncontrol

lable devaluation of the dollar. obli

gates all industrial nations to adopt 

protectionist systems. This is 

what Mr. Helmut Schmidt is pro

pounding and everybody in Europe 
gradually accepting. with mar

ginal differences. I ask, what will 

happen to the Third World (which. 
after all. depends on its export 

earnings to pay its debts) in the 

face of the barriers created in 

Europe and the United States? The 

answer is that the Third World 

must recognize its place in the 

order of things. . . . This type of 

protectionism produced the De-
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pression of 1929 and the Second 

World War. 

Finally. "Is Germany Neces
sary?" appeared in Folha. Oct. 25: 

If it had been up to me. it would 

not have been on Japan that the 

Americans tried the atomic bomb. 

In retrospect. few things irritate 

me more than Stalin having 

silenced Ehrenburg on the radio 

when he incited the Soviet troops to 

mass murder of Germans. or 

Roosevelt's having dropped the 

plan of his Treasury Secretary 
M o r g e n t h a u  to p a s t o r a l i z e  

Germany. American economic life 

would have been better today. 

... The ethos of German civil

ization is authoritarian. robot

ized ... The Thyssens. the Krupps 

and the Farbens - the men who 

built and profited from Auschwitz 

are all here today and in power. 

disguised. And they were not even 

the killers of Rosa Luxemburg; 

the killers were the social demo

cratic ancestors of Helmut 

Schmidt .... The Baader-Meinhof 

whose methods and objectives I do 

not admire. are perfectly compre

hensible from the German psy

chological perspective. 

Today. for sure. they disguise 

themselves. But. really. they are 

the most recognized assassins in 

history. 
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